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Let T be a closed, densely defined operator on a Hilbert space H. A family A(I) 
of bounded linear operators is constructed so that 
is equivalent to the Peetre K-functional for interpolation between H and the 
domain of definition of T. The construction is applied to boundary value problems 
and interpolation with constraints. ,cY’ 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let T be a closed densely defined linear operator with domain 22(T) in 
a Hilbert space H. If II.11 denotes the norm in H we put 
K(t,x)= inf (II-u-yll +rllTyll), XEQ’(T) 
where 0 < t < co. The interpolation space (H, P( T))B.p consists of all .Y E H 
such that 
fr”K(t, I)E L:. 
Here Ll denotes the Lebesgue-space on the interval (0, XI) with respect o 
the measure dt/t. (Our main reference to the theory of interpolation spaces 
is Cl].) 
In this paper we want to investigate the relation between the spaces 
FL WT)),, and (f-L WS)),,, where T is an extension of S. The source of 
inspiration is boundary value problems. If T is a differential operator on 
H= L,(Q) (Q a bounded domain in Wd) then S might be the restriction of 
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T to functions satisfying given homogeneous boundary conditions. We also 
discuss the closely related commutativity relation 
(H, WT)n N),,.,, = (H, 3T)),,, n N, 
where N is a sub-space of H. 
The basic result of this paper is the following one. 
(0.1) 
THEOREM 1. Let T he u closed densely defined operator u*ith adjoint T*. 
Introduce the operator 
A,(t)= (I+ t’T*T)-‘, (0.2) 
and the functional 
L.(t,.U)=(II,K--n.(t)?cll’+ t’IITA.(t)#)“2. (0.3) 
Then 
LT(f, sy= (x- A,(t)x, x). (0.4) 
-y E (H, WT)),, ifandonly iftPHLT(t,x)ELkT, (0.5 1 
In a way the most important part of the theorem is formula (0.4) 
because this is what makes it easy to compare interpolation spaces 
involving different operators. In formula (0.5) many operators could be 
used as a replacement for A T(t). 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 1 we give the short proof 
of Theorem 1 and some additional results. In the next section we apply 
these results to a boundary value problem on the positive real line. In 
Sections 3 and 4 we extend Theorem 1 to several operators and give an 
application to a boundary value problem in Rd. The applications are 
simple and included mainly to clarify the results and their possibilities. 
In the last section we prove (0.1) if N is a closed sub-space with finite 
co-dimension. 
This work was supported by the Swedish Research Board for Natural 
Sciences. 
1. BASIC RESULTS 
Given a closed, densely defined operator T on the Hilbert space H we 
introduce the family of functionals 
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where 1~ p < a. Then K, < K, < 2K, if q < p. Thus, for any p 
XE (H, JaT))e., ifand only if tp”Kp(t,x)ELl. (1.1) 
LEMMA 1. Let A T and L, be defined as in Theorem 1. Then 
K,(t,.u)6L,(t,~~)6K,(t,s), (1.2) 
and 
LT(t, x)‘=(.Y-A/l(t)x, x). (1.3) 
Proof. First we note that T*T is a positive operator. Since (1 + t’A)-’ 
is a bounded function on [0, co) it follows that A.(t)= (I+ t’T*T)-’ is 
bounded. (As a general reference on spectral theory of operators we use [7, 
Chaps. 12 and 131.) Since 0 d (1 + t21))’ 6 1 we conclude that 
(xnT(t)x, x)20, for all .Y E If, 
and 
Il~r(t)~~ll Q II-YII? for all .Y E H. 
By the definition of L, we have, writing n = n7(t) 
LT(t,x)2=(~--/I~,~~--/i~)+(t2T*TAx,Ax) 
= (x - Ax, x - Ax) + (x - Ax, As). 
This proves (1.3). As a consequence we have 
LA& x) = IIQ(tbll, where Q(t) = sqrt(Z- A(t)). 
Writing R = sqrt( T*T) we have Q(t) = t sqrt(n( t) R) and therefore 
L,(t, y)< tllRyII = t(T*Ty, l,)“‘= tllZ)ll, 
if y E 5?( T*T). Consequently we get 
LA& SK) G IIQ(t)(~- ~111 + IIQ(t, Al G Ilx - 1’11 +tll WI, 
for any JJ E zZ!?( T*T). Now the graph of the restriction of T to 5?( T*T) is 
dense in the graph of T. Therefore 
LA& x) 6 IIsx - AI + tll WI, YES, 
proving that LT(t, x) d K,(t, x). This completes the proof of Lemma 1, 
since the left hand inequality of (1.2) is obvious. m 
Proof of Theorem 1. Combine (1.2) with Lemma 1. 1 
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COROLLARY I. Consider two operators S and T, both closed and densely 
defined. Assume that S c T (i.e., 9(S) c P(T) and Ss = TX ,for x E .9(S)). 
Then 
XE(H, O(S)),, (1.4) 
if and only if 
where 
.Y E (H. a( T) In.,, and tr”lLl(t, x)1 ’ 2 E L,:) (1.5) 
d(t,Y)=(AT(t).Y-A/i(t).~-,S). (1.6) 
ProoJ We can characterize the two interpolation spaces involved using 
the functionals 
LT(tr?C)=(.~--~(t)-~,.~)’ 2, 
L,(t, s) = (.r - A,(t), s, .u)l ?. 
Note that 
L,(t,.Y)l-L,(t,s)‘=d(t,.~). (1.7) 
First assume that .Y E (H, 9(S))H,I’. Since 9(S) c U(T) we must have 
x E (H, .9(T))0,,,. Thus, from Theorem I, 
t- HL,(t, .Y)E L’ L’ ’ t ~HL.~(l, x) E L; 
Thus (1.5) follows. Conversely, if (1.5) holds then (1.7) implies 
I-E (H, .Q,(S)),,,. I 
Let us conclude this section with some additional observations. 
PROPOSITION 1. The functional t -+ L,( t, x ) is continuous on 0 d t < x 
and infinitelJ1 differentiable on 0 6 t < i;c. Moreover it is increasing, concaoe, 
and 
lim LT(t. x)= I(.‘i- P.ull, 
I - -2-m 
(1.8) 
where P is the orthogonal projection onto the space c 1”( T) = { ,K E 53( T): 
T.Y=O). 
Proof. Put R = sqrt( T*T) and M(t) = L(./?, x)‘. It is enough to prove 
that M(t) is infinitely differentiable, increasing, and concave. This is easy 
since 
M(t)=(?c-(f+tR’)-‘X,-Y). 
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Thus 
M’(r)=(R*(z+tR*)-*x,x)= I(R(z+rR”)-‘~Kll*, 
and, similarly 
M”(r)= -211R2(I+ tR’)-‘:* .Kl12. 
In order to find the limit of L,(t, x) we use the spectral decomposition 
of R: 
R= jX I dE(l). 
0 
Let us write E, V(,t’) = (E(w) x, ~3). Then 
lim (A.(t)4 y)= lim s x (l+t*~)-‘dE,,,=E,,?.(~O),). I - .x I-x 0 
But E( (0)) = P, so that lim, _ 53 (A T(f) x, ~7) = (Px, JV). This proves (1.8). 
(Note that &,V( T) is closed, since T is a closed operator.) 1 
Remark. Our operator AT(f) is closely related to the resolvent of the 
operator T*T. Resolvents have been used by many authors to characterize 
interpolation spaces. See for instance the papers by Grisvard and Peetre in 
the list of references. Notice however that we are using the operator A,(t) 
to characterize interpolation spaces between H and 9(T), and not inter- 
polation spaces between H and 9( T*T), as one might have expected. 
Note also that several other operators could be used to characterize the 
interpolation spaces, for instance (I+ t sqrt( T * T)) ~~ ’ or exp( - t sqrt( T * T)) 
or more generally any operator of the form cp(t sqrt( T*T)), where q(A), 
Acp(A), and (1 - cp(ll))/A are bounded functions. These operators would 
however not work in Corollary 1. 
2. APPLICATION TO A ONE-DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
We shall consider the space H= &(O, ‘XX;), normed by 
II-d = 
Define two operators S and T by 
TX = ix’, Q(T)=H’= {x:x, ~‘EH), 
Sx = ix’, 9(S)= {x:x~H’, x(0)=0}. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
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Then we have a simple example of the situation described in Corollary I. 
Let us first discuss the space (H, 9(T)),, = (H. H’),,,,. It is well known 
that 
.UE(H, wo,p if and only if t -‘W( t, x) E Ld, (2.3) 
where 
oj( t, x) = 
This can be proved using Theorem I but it is easier to make the following 
construction. (For details we refer the reader to [l, Sect. 6.71.) Put 
Then it is easy to prove that 
K,(t, s)= inf (ll.u- ~11 + tll~~ll) - llxoll + rllTx,Il -w(f, x). j.62(7-) 
The same approach will not work for the space (14,0(S)),, because 
x,(O) #O. But here we can use Corollary 1. First we have to find the 
operators A,(r) and A,(t) (or rather their difference), which amounts to 
solving the two equations 
(I+ t’T*T) I’ = x, (I+ t2S*S)z=x. 
Since T* = S and S* = T these equations read 
?’ - ty’ = .y, c - &” = .y, 
y’(O) = 0, z(O) = 0. 
Put 
Then 
G,(t,s,o)=(2t)-‘e-‘“-“I,‘, 
G,(t,s,o)=(2tj~‘e-(“+““. 
and 
~(s)=A,(t)x(s)=/~ (G,(r,s,a)-G,(t,s,a))x(a)do. 
0 
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Therefore we have 
d(t,x)=(A.(t)x-As(t)x,.u) 
=2 = s i =’ G,(r, s, a)x(a) x(s) ds da, 0 0 
and thus 
d(t,x)=r flax e~“‘l(s)dsl’=t~j; e~‘x(st)ds~‘. 
From Corollary 1 we now get that 
if and only if 
where 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
~,,~(r)=(j: (,-o+1’2 11: e-‘,+t)ds~)‘dt,t)“n<m. (2.6) 
An investigation of the conditions (2.5) will give the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let T and S be defined by (2.1) and (2.2) and let H’ be 
the domain of T. Assume first that 28 < 1. Then 
(H, WS)),, = (K H%,p. 
Zf 20 > 1 then (H, 9(S)),, consists of all x E (H, H ‘)O,p for which x(0) = 0. 
In the case 28 = 1 we haoe the following characterization. The space 
(H, 9(S)),, consists of all XE (H, H1)O,p such that 
(c,: (t-‘ib’,x(s),2ds~2dt,t)“‘<Ij (2.7) 
ProoJ First assume that 20 < 1. We shall prove that if x E (H, H l)e,, 
then NBp(x) < co. Put y(s) = x(s) -x(2s). Then it is easy to see that 
Y E (K =WS))o.,. In fact, if x=xo+xI where x0 E H and x, E H’ then 
y= y,+ y, where yJs)=x,(s)-xj(2s), j=O, 1. Clearly you H, y,~g(S), 
and it follows that y E (H, 9?(S)),,. Consequently the equivalence between 
(2.4) and (2.5) implies NBJ y) < cc. But x = xkaO y, where y,Js) = y(2“s). 
Moreover 
N,,,(Yk) = 2 k(@- l/V&J y). 
Consequently NB,Jx) < co if e < l/2. 
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Next take 20 > 1. We shall prove that if .Y E (H, H ‘)(j,p and x(O) = 0, then 
NH,J.x) < ZG. Let 1 denote the continuation of s to the real axis defined by 
Z(s) = 0 for s < 0. Let W’ denote the space of all J E L2 = L2( R) for which 
J’E L,. It is easy to see that .fe(L,. W’)H,I, if and only if 
’ .I 
(1 > 
11 
trH ‘” Ix(s)12 ds E L,1 
If XE (ff, H’),,,, .x(O) = 0, and 8 > l/2 then (2.8 ) is a consequence of 
Sobolevs embedding theorem. 
Using Theorem 1 we can characterize the interpolation space 
(L,, W’),, by means of the operator 
G,( f, s, a) t(a) da 
=n.(~,-~(~)-~oL G,(t,s,a).u(a)da. 
Thus 3~ (L,, W’),, and x E (H, H ‘) implies 
trH I(n.(t).u-/i(t).~,x)(‘.2EL,,, 
which means that NB.~(.x) <co. 
It remains to consider the case 20 = 1. Assume that XE (H, 9(S)),,,. 
Then easily 1~ (L2, W’)o,p and thus (2.8) holds. This implies (2.7) if 26’= 1. 
Conversely assume that (2.7) holds. We shall prove that N,,(X)< a. 
Using partial integration we get 
and from this NBJx) < a. The proof is complete. 
3. INTERPOLATION INVOLVING SEVERAL 
I 
OPERATORS 
We shall consider operators T,, Tz, . . . . Td, Write T = (T,, . . . . Td) and let 
93(T) be the intersection of the domains of all the operators T,. Put 
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and define the interpolation space (If, g(T)),, by the condition 
t-‘K,(t, x) E Lc as before. Clearly this space can be characterized using the 
operator 
n(t)=(I+t’(T:T,+ “. +T,TT,))--1. 
Here we shall however prefer to treat the operators T,, . . . . T, individually. 
Therefore we put 
where L,( t, x) are the L-functional connected with the operator T,, i.e., 
L, ( t, x ) * = (.Y - A, ( t ) s, x ), /$(t)=(f+t’T,*T,)-‘. 
THEOREM 2. Let T,, . . . . Td be closed, dense/-v defined operators uch that 
(T,*Ti)(T,*T,)c(T,*T,)(T.:Tj) if j<k. (3.1) 
Then 
c-‘K*(t, x) 6 Lt(t, x) 6 cK,(r, x), where c = xl (3.2) 
As a consequence we hatIe 
( 
Hv i\ g%(T’) 
> 
e,p = fi (Hv Q(Tj))e.p. (3.3) 
j= I j= I 
Similar commutativity results between the operation intersection and 
interpolation can be found in Peetre [6] and Grisvard [S]. 
For the proof of Theorem 2 we shall need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that S and T are closed and densely defined and 
that (T*T)(S*S) c (S*S)( T*T). Put AT(t) = (I+ t*T*T)--’ and As(t) = 
(I+ t’S*S)-‘. Then A,(t) and As(t) commute and 
lITA. As(t)-4 G IIT~.(t)~~ll~ 
IlSA AtI A,(t) XII d Ilws(~bll. 
Proof: Write Q,= I+ t*T*T, Qs= I+ t’S*S. From the assumption we 
see that QTQs~QsQT. For any XEH we have ATAsx~9(QsQT) and 
A,A.xE~(Q~Q~). Hence AsA,x~9(QsQr) and Q,Q.A,A.x= 
QTQsA,ATx=x. This implies A,A,x= A,A.x. 
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Now consider the closed algebra of all bounded operators generated by 
I, A., A, (for a fixed t). Then there exists a resolution of identity E such 
that 
(AT-~, Y)=J’~ cp(A)dE,..,., 
0 
(A.+~ .d = ix J/(A) dE .,., !,, 
-0 
where E,,.(w) = (E(o) X, y) and 0 d cp. $ d 1. (See Rudin [7, 
Theorem 2.221.) Put 
A = sqrt( T*T), B = sqrt(S*S). 
Since A rAs.u E 9( T*T) n Q(S*S) we have 
II T~,~,-~ll = II~~.(~,*~ll? IIS~,~,-dl = IIB~,~..d, 
But AA, and A, commute as does B/1, and A.._Note that all these 
operators are bounded. For instance A,4 = d I - A ,,/A. Thus 
II T~.A,x-ll = Iln,An r-yll Q IIAJl.*~ll = II 7-A T-yll 
and similarly IlsA,A,xl( < IlM,.u(l. [ 
Proof of Theorem 2. Introduce the operators 
R, = t, . . . . R,=A,(t) .‘. nj-. ,(f), (j22) 
and put 
Then 
and therefore, 
Since 
A=A,(t) .‘. A,(t). 
x--Ax= i: R,(f-A,(r))x, 
i= I 
K,(f,.u)2~ll~-A~~II~+t2 i IIT,Ax(l”, 
j=l 
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we shall now need an estimate for 11 T,4xll. This is provided by Lemma 2, 
giving (I Tj.4xII < II Tj/ljxl(. Thus 
K2(r,.X)2< i II.Y-AjXll 2+t2 i IITjAj-Y11' 
( 
.,= 1 
> i= I 
6d i (Il~u-n;.ul12+r211Tj/ijxl12) 
,=I 
= dL( f, s)'. 
On the other hand Theorem 1 gives 
Lj(f, -v)‘S ( Il.K - l’.jll + 41 ~Y,ll)2 
for all yi. Taking J’, = . . = Jo= J’ we get 
L(r,.u)2f f (Il*y-~ll +rllTj~ll)2 
/=I 
( > 
2 
Gd Il-y-~ll+r ; lITj,Vll . 
j= I 
This clearly implies (3.2) and (3.1) follows at once. Note that we have 
proved that 
c -vL2(t, x)<( ll.~-n(r)~~,12+r2.,~~ l~*jn(r)sr~~2)‘~2 
, 
d cK,(t, xh 
where c=,/‘?and n(t)=n,(t) . . . 4,,(t). 1 
4. AN APPLICATION OF THEOREM 2 
Let Q be a domain in Rd with boundary 852. Put H = L,(Q) and let H’ 
be the space of all functions in H having their first derivatives in H. As 
semi-norm on H’ we take 
We let HA denote the space of all x E H’ which vanish on 8Q. We shall 
discuss the relation between the two interpolation spaces (H, H1hp 
and W, Hh,, using the results of the previous section. We shall assume 
5RO 101 l-13 
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that R is a half-plane or a bounded domain with CL-boundary. Since the 
case of C’-boundary can be reduced to the case of a half-plane we shall 
concentrate on the latter case, leaving the remaining details to the reader. 
Thus suppose Q is the half-plane of all (s’, s,,) where s’ E R” ’ and s,, > 0. 
Then T,* = T, for j= 1, . . . . d- 1 and Tf T, commute with Tz T, for all 
j, k < d, But Tf = S,, where S,s = i 8x/Ss, and .P(S,) = {x E H ‘: s = 0 on 
XJ). We claim that the assumptions of Theorem 2 are satisfied for the 
operators T,, . . . . T,, , , Td and for T, . . . . . T,- , , S,,. To see this we note that 
s E G2( T,? T, T,* Td) 
if and only if 
Similarly 
if and only if 
.Y = 9( Tf T,, T,+ T,) 
.x, ax/as,, a2.ylasj, a?v/as, as;, a4.yjasf as: E H 
a5jasd a$ = 0 on dQ. 
To prove that (T,? T,)( T,* T,) c ( T,* Td)( T;” ri) it is now enough to observe 
that 
a.qas, = 0 on aR = a3/as, as.; = 0 on aa 
Similarly ( T,? Tj)( S,* S,) c (S,* S,)( T.7 T,). 
Now introduce the functionals 
and 
Lo(r, .u) = f L,(r, x)2 + L,,(t, x)= 
( > 
I:2 
,=l 
Then Theorem 2 implies that 
XE (f-6 H=)B.~ if and only if r-‘L(t, .x)ELpf, 
xc (H, H;)o.p if and only if t -‘L.,(t, x) E L.: 
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But L(t, x) and L,(t, x) only differ in the last term so that 
L,( t, x)2 = L( t, x)2 + d(t, x), 
where (using the results from Section 2) 
Yb, 0) = jRdrn, x(s’, s) x0, ds’. 
It follows that 
d(r,x)=~j~~~, lj~e~~~~(s’,st)d~l~ds’. 
We have now proved that 
if and only if 
where 
Here II.11 denotes the L,-norm on Rd- ‘. From Proposition 2 we therefore 
get 
PROPOSITION 3. Let l2 be a half-plane or a bounded domain with 
C ‘-boundary. If 28 < 1 then 
If 28 > 1 then (H, HA),,, consists of all x E (H, H’)e,p such that x = 0 on dQ. 
rf20= 1 then (H, HA),,, consists of all XE(H, H’)e,p for which 
(j;(t-l j; ,,,+,s),,2ds~‘2dt,t)1’P<w. 
Remark. This result in the case p = 2 is contained in Grisvard [4], 
where general homogeneous boundary conditions and arbitrary Sobolev 
spaces H” are treated. Grisvard is using trace methods. Our approach 
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seems to be more direct and gives information for general p in the 
admittedly simple case we have treated here. Note that our method is 
by no means restricted to the case of first order derivatives, although some 
technical complications will be unavoidable when applying the method to 
the general situation treated by Grisvard. (We hope to come back to this 
in a forthcoming paper.) However, our approach seems to be suited only 
for Hilbert spaces, while Grisvards trace method can be used in L, as well. 
See also Fujiwara [Z] and Thomte [S]. 
5. AN INTERSECTION THEOREM 
THEOREM 3. Let T be a closed, densely dejined operator in the Hilbert 
space H. Assume that N is a closed sub-space of H ivith finite co-dimension. 
Then 
Here 9(T) n N is equipped vith the norm of 22( T) (i.e., the graph norm) and 
similarly on the right hand side. 
Proof: Put A = A(t) = (I+ t’T*T)-’ and L(t, x)’ = (.x-A(t)x, x). 
Then XE (H, g(T)),,, if and only if t -“L( t, x) E L: We shall construct 
an operator I- = f(t) so then if L,(t, s)’ = (s - f(t) x, s), then 
x E (H, g’(T) n N)H.~ if and only if t-‘L,( t, x) E 15,:. It is enough to 
consider the case 0 d t 6 1. 
Since N is a closed sub-space of H we can write H as a direct sum of N 
and its orthogonal complement N’. By assumption N’ has finite dimen- 
sion. Therefore NI is isomorphic to M = C” where d= dim( Nl). Let 
J: N1 + M be an isomorphism and let P, be the orthogonal projection 
onto NI. Put 
P= JP,, P*=P&‘. 
Let (.,. ) denote the inner product in M. Then it is easy to check that 
(P*m, x) = (m, Px). Now we introduce the operator 
A=A(t)=PA(t)P*. 
This is an injective operator on M. To see that assume Am = 0. Then 
0= (PAP*m, m) = (AP*m, P*m)= /lsqrt(A) P*ml/‘. 
Thus sqrt( A) P*m = 0 and hence P*m = 0, i.e., 0 = POJ - ‘m = J ~ ‘m, 
proving that m = 0. Since A(t) is injective and M is finite-dimensional 
A(t) is also bijective. Now A(t) x and hence A(t) m is continuous. 
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Therefore A(t) can be represented by a matrix with continuous elements. 
The determinant det(d(t)) is also continuous and non-vanishing for all 
tb0. Now put 
B=B(f)=A(t)-‘. 
Since (det(A(t))l bc,>O for 0 <t< 1, B(f) must have uniformly bounded 
elements on 0 6 t d 1. Writing 1 .I for the norm on M, we therefore have 
Iqf)fill 6c,lml, 06f61. (5.1) 
Now we introduce the operator 
f- = f-(f)= A(f)(I- P*B(f) PA(f)). 
By (5.1) this is a uniformly bounded operator on 0 6 t < 1. Moreover 
T(f).YEN, for all x E N. (5.2) 
This follows from the fact that Pf = 0. Let us now introduce the functional 
L,(f, x) = (II-X- r(t).ullZ + f211z-f~f)xl12)L.‘2. 
A simple calculation will show that 
L,(t,x)Z=(.u-T(r).u,.\-). 
In fact we have that 
L,(f, x) = (x - l-x, x - fx) + (tV*Tfx, TX). 
Here we plug in the formula t2T*Tf=(Q-I)(,-AP*BPf)= 
I- f - P*BPA, which gives 
L,,(t, x)‘= (x - fx, x) - (P*BPAx, fx). 
The last term vanishes since Pf = 0. We now conclude that 
L,( f, x)2 = L( f, x)2 + R( f, x), 
where 
R(t, x) = (B(t) PA(f)x, PA(f)x). 
We already know from the previous section that L(t, x) < I/x - ~11 +tll Tyll 
for all y E Y. A similar estimate holds for R( t, X) if )’ E Y n IV, 0 < t 6 1. To 
see this we first write 
R(f, xl= Isqrt(B) PAxI* d (Isqrt(B) PA(x- y)l + Isqrt(B) P/i~l)~. 
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By (5.1) we can estimate the first term on the right hand side by 
c,llPA(x- y)II Q c211x- ~11, where c2 = sqrt(c,). Since PJ*= 0, the second 
term can be written 
Isqrt(B) Pfl~vI = Isqrt(B) P(I- A) JQ 6 c,lsqrt(Z- A) .rI 
<c,((Z-A,& ~‘)‘~2=c~fl17-/1?‘lI. 
We conclude that 
Hf. x) 6 c,( /Ix - ~11 +t(l Z-,.11 )',2, O<t<l, 
if J E L3( T) n N. We have now proved that 
K,,(f, -xl d L,(f, xl < (1 + c2) K,,(r, x), 
where 
&Jr, x) = inf{ (11x- .rII p + tPII roll p)‘ip: .r E 9( T) n N), 
for 0 Q I< 1. It follows that .Y E (X. 2(T) n N),,, if and only if 
tr”L,(r, X)EL&(O, l), d/f). 
The proof of the theorem is now almost complete. Take 
x E (X, 2?(T) n IV),.,. Since 
L( f, x)’ = (s - /l(f) .Y, .u) d L,( f, x)‘, 
we must have x E (X, 9(T)),,. But we must also have 
0 = ,l)no Lo(r, x)~ = ,l’fno R(t, x) = IIPxll’. 
Therefore Px = 0, i.e., x E N. Thus we have x E (X, 9( T))H,p n N. Conversely 
assume that x E (X, 9(T)),,, n N. Then we see from the estimate of R(r, x) 
that 
R(t, x) < c211sqrt(Z- A)xlj’ = c2(x - Ax, x) = c?L(t, x)~. 
Thus 
L,(f, x) s cL(r, x) if XE N 
proving that x E (X, 9?(T) n N)H.p. The proof is complete. 
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